
Eagles Home Learning Tasks – Friday 3rd April  

 

Maths – If you are not in the below groups, please log-in and complete the 

classwork cities which have been set up for you on Education City. You can also 

go to TTRS and practice your time tables too. 

 

Maths - for children in green, yellow and white groups 

 Start by practicing your tables on TTRS. Remember the school postcode 

is RG9 6PR. 

 

 You need to head to mathletics and log-in. You should find that you have 

been assigned some activities on converting decimals into fractions and 

vice versa. 

 This is an area that we needed to come back to, for a little bit of extra 

practice. 

 

 If you want a reminder first, you could visit these videos for a quick 

recap: 

Decimals to Fractions (1) 

Fractions to Decimals (1) 

 

 Once you have completed these, you can explore the rest of mathletics – 

have you had a go at ‘Multiverse’ for example? 

 

English – for all 

On Thursdays and Fridays you would usually complete a writing task in school.  

 This week I would like you to write a poem. 

 It can be any sort of poem (and it doesn’t have to rhyme)! You might want 

to look at the following site to remind you of some of the different types 

that are out there: 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z4mmn39 

 The theme of your poem needs to be ‘Rainforest’ to be in line with our 

work this term on the Amazon. 

https://go.educationcity.com/
https://play.ttrockstars.com/
https://ttrockstars.com/
https://login.mathletics.com/
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=decimals+to+fractions&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3ddecimals%2520to%2520fractions%26qs%3dn%26form%3dQBVR%26sp%3d-1%26pq%3ddecimals%2520to%2520fractions%26sc%3d8-21%26sk%3d%26cvid%3dA80050BE682D4D179D92123C80A85DFF&adlt=strict&view=detail&mid=C3F2C4DC8D40D14D4681C3F2C4DC8D40D14D4681&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=fractions+to+decimals+1+by+lets+do+maths&adlt=strict&view=detail&mid=6009986C000DA46CEC106009986C000DA46CEC10&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dfractions%2520to%2520decimals%25201%2520by%2520lets%2520do%2520maths%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVDMH%26sp%3D-1%26pq%3Dfractions%2520to%2520decimals%25201%2520by%2520lets%2520do%2520maths%26sc%3D0-40%26sk%3D%26cvid%3DC2B2CA75880743AA87DEAADABFB6E462%26adlt%3Dstrict
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z4mmn39


 Yesterday you should have planned your poem and written a first draft.  

 Today, I would like you to edit your poem: 

1. What poetic devices have you used? 

Can you try and edit to include either a simile or a metaphor? 

Can you try and edit to include some alliteration or onomatopoeia? 

Can you try and edit to include imagery? 

What other poetic devices can you include? 

See this video to remind yourself of the different poetic devices 

that there are. 

2. Then look at your spelling, punctuation and structure (have you 

remembered to write it in the form of a poem, rather than as 

paragraphs in a story?) 

 When you have completed your editing, can you write your poem in neat? 

 

 

 

 Topic – for all pupils 

Last week, I asked you to start working on a project, answering the question: 

  “What jobs does the Amazon rainforest do?” 

I would like you to continue working on your project this week, trying to 

cover as many essential roles as possible. 

REMEMBER 

You can include information about the Amazon’s geography and history. And, 

of course, you can be as creative as you like! 

 

 

 

 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=poetic+devices+ks2&adlt=strict&view=detail&mid=15025967AF0EA508116D15025967AF0EA508116D&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dpoetic%2Bdevices%2Bks2%26FORM%3DHDRSC3%26adlt%3Dstrict

